Bernadette Call 8.14.2020 – Presented Content from Call
A lot in play WW and in US. It is a battle against good and evil. Trump gets people to
bow to him, from around the world including oligarchs which form the billionaire boys
club, under his control. Whole world has been enslaved by an evil of the 13 bloodlines
that originate with the Canaanites going back to Cain and Abel. Cain killed able and ate
him, instead of burying him, which is a practice later used by the Canaanites. Hence
Cain-ate-able or canibal. Trump is liberating these global leader from this evil and their

pawns of CHINA
… Clowns.. Triads… Mossad.. mafia … oligarchs
who have control over them and ultimately the people.
To show their allegiance to Trump, and his authority, they must make a public display
that Trump is master. First, he meets with Putin in Norway. Putin tosses a soccer ball,
“ball is in your court”, with red weird patches that looks like the drawings of the virus and
black sticking that looks like molecular structure of adrenachrome, which is the white
rabbit.. Q told us to follow the white rabbit; and, Alice in Wonderland is used in mind
control programming. The elite that want to get adrenachrome use the code A-311 to
reference it which is later on used by Pixar. Last batch of A-311 was tainted. That may
be what is being tested for; perhaps, there is genetic marker. Then Trump goes to SA
and does sword dance with 50 plus Muslim rulers of Middle East using the Kings Sword,
which only the King is allowed to touch. Anyone else who touches it could be beheaded.
Then came Jerusalem where he goes to Wailing Wall and moves embassy to
Jerusalem seat of power for 3 Abrahamic religions. Then, Trump meets with XI Jingpin;
and, has dinner in Forbidden City, which is unheard of for a foreigner. Then he meets
with Kim Jung Un of NK with a peace and disarmament agreement in Singapore. Then
later SK where he walks across DMZ 17 steps as President of Republic (Q = 1, Lincoln
was the last president of the Republic and he was number 16). Kim walks back with
Trump in 17 steps… capitulation.
13 bloodlines are the head of this beast. And, they are cannibals and psycho sucking
energy vampires. They need to feed off of the life force of humans and mainly children.
A lot of fires and explosions WW. Beirut blast was the first to hit the news in Lebanon
who has highly corrupt government and is a source of funding terrorists. Vast tunnel
system underneath the structure. We are seeing that these underground systems are
housing trafficked children, underground breeding ground and sacrifice, born there, and
trafficked or eaten. Rothschild facility is in close proximity to the explosion. Real target
may have been the build next to the silo. Bibi held up aerial photo of this precise
location in 2018 at UN calling it out as a danger and weapons cache perhaps. Next day
after the explosion entire government resigns. Some video images from there, in the
aftermath, was of a long line of gallows nooses. Have had high corruption within the
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government for quite some time. Coincidentally, here are areas of fires and explosions
were Lebanon, UAE, China, Iran, France, England, and Russia = Lucifer.
The military and other white hat forces are cleaning things out through a massive US,
and NATO, rescue operation. 3m children rescued with 3m dead. I appears that 1bn
children have been sacrificed. It is estimated that 10m children go missing a day. NYC,
LA from we saw in the news had massive rescue of children in cages from very deep
underground facilities. When soldiers brought them up they died in their arms because
their bodies couldn’t handle the oxygen richness and, their paper thin skin could not
handle sunlight. It is like deep sea divers coming up too fast. So, we are sending med
teams down below. That’s one of the reasons this operation is taking a while and we
see ongoing clean up. We are also destroying these vast underground facilities. Hence,
there is a lot of earthquake activity. New lockdowns is to thwart abductions. It has been
now reported that nearly 600 kids have gone missing in Arizona. These abduction could
by why the governor of AZ went to the WH. Trump praised him lavishly, which is always
an indication that Trump is displease and there will be change in players for the good.
These cannibals are desperate.
These 13 bloodlines are the Phoenicians/Venetians. These are the black nobility
families that control the wealth and assets of the world – Babylonian control system.
They have infiltrated the US and other countries. However, the US is the coveted asset
to control because we are the ones that create wealth through our creativity and
entrepreneurism. We take failure as a right of passage. Many are waking up and
learning about the obvious banking and wealth players who have intermarried: Schiff,
Warburg, Kuhn Loeb, Payseur, Rockerfeller, Reynolds, Bauers, Rothschilds, etc.
The Crown, who is deeply entangled in this story, created MI6, which crafted the CIA
and controls it as an asset along with Mossad and now come to find out the Triads.
Perhaps one of the most heinous players in this game that was not of these bloodlines
was Walt Disney but controlled by them through the CIA. His animation, and movies,
are sheer mind control tools for making armies of mkultras. Let’s take a look at what is
under Disneyland, Disney World, Euro Disney, Disney Japan. All of these theme parks
are underground facilities that is like cities with massive mind control labs for kids that
have been abducted from the park of elsewhere. They use Fantasia, rides, electric
shock, and LSD on 3-4 year olds in order to traumatize them. They tape their eyes open
and make them watch “Fantasia” over and over and over with to mind control
programmers making them into a blank canvas shatter personality first. Then, they
program the alters to be sex kittens for girls, and Manchurian Candidates for boys. They
test the programming at age 19, which would explain the patsies of Sandy Hook, Aurora
Theater shooter, Florida school shooter events. The title of the movie by Kubric of
“Eyes Wide Shut” may explain what he was trying to expose before he was taken out. It
is worth noting that Disney cruises stop at Epstein Island Little St. John (Trump walked
with bible to St. John. Perhaps, he was telling us what is going down.). Interesting other
side note is Pixar, which is owned by Disney, has classroom to teach directors how to
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create mind control subliminal messages in their animation the room is A-311 the code
for adrenachrome. A look at when this mind control launched in earnest we need to look
at “Fantasia”, which was first released in 1920 with many subsequent releases. The
movie was a theater flop .. but CIA success.

Overview of world stage and events
Kennedys and Trump Family and probably others have been working together for a long
time. Assassination of JFK has powerful numerology triple of 11 22 33. Date 11.22 on
the 330 parallel. According to some he made a deal with the cabal that has now expired
probably on Sept 23, 2017. Based on the signs in the heavens, and Revelations, when
the Virgin gives birth to a male child that is to rule the world, but was given up to God.
Trump?
Trump has also gotten to industry oligarchs. Bill Gates met with Trump at Trump Tower
in December of 2016. SS was there. Evidence of all his crimes were presented; and, he
was given a choice of a bullet to the head then and there; or, he could live a while
longer before being executed if he played his role, as an actor of a massive reality show
movie, in a script that had already been written. He and Fauci, and soon Birx, will be
some of the most hate people on the planet. To show he had bowed to Trump he did a
presser praising Trump and saying he was a genius. Get the popcorn this movie is
getting really good as the actors play their roles.
The central banks around the world are being nationalized, and, currencies asset
backed, so that traders can’t manipulate the value. Treasury now controls the FedRez.
Treasury is pretty loaded with assets due to freeze and seize of assets around the world
owed to us. Off book asset of Clowns-In-America is in the 100s of trillions. Most
lucrative product is human trafficking, child trafficking, adrenachrome, human organs.
This is a cash business so you need laundromats. That is what is being taken down by
closing businesses. Hollywood and theaters, sport venues, etc. or good sale of products
and laundromats.
Trump is implementing NESARA. It started with the farmers claim where farms where
illegally foreclosed on. Gag orders were put in place around this, where farmers would
forfeit everything if they broke it. Military at gun point forced Clinton to sign it into law in
2000. It was to be announced 10am 911. Trump under the guise of China tariffs said
farmers have gotten $28bn, which is evidence that NESARA is being implement well
before it will be formally announced. His latest bill is to give the Navaho tribe in AZ
1.8bn. Loans are being forgiven. Student loan repayments are on hold until end of year,
after which, more than likely will be permanent. Payroll taxes are gone, and will be
made permanent next year. Mortgages zeroed out already for many people. Stimulus
bill is precursor to release of TDA (Treasury Direct Accounts). Elite have used our
name, in all caps, and SSN to make investments, without our knowledge or consent, in
order to hide their activity to make more wealth. Under the Landham Act, as this is
fraud, we are entitled to all the revenues gained and automatic treble damages. Tthey
are trading in your name because it would be suspicious if everything is concentrated to
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a few. However, based on their Maritime Law construct that have been imposed on the
land, you are cargo lost at sea so they can claim ownership. NESARA is true
sovereignty for all. This will pave the way for allodial titles among other sovereign rights.
Treasury controls the FedRez, which is why Mnuchin is in many of these meetings. The
Stock Market is going through the roof. Who is buying? It’s the FedRez; and, they are
buying up corporate debt/bonds. This massive acquisition psh means these companies
that are owned and controlled by the 13 bloodlines will be owned by the people. More
than likely they will be split up and sold off to the “meek” to be repurposed and use to
serve mankind. A good indication of these acquisitions and who actually now owns
these companies is taht Microsoft is buying China’s TikTok social media weapon.
Trump said big chunks of that transaction will go to the Treasury.
With NESARA and GESARA a worldwide financial reset needed to take place, which
meant a worldwide shut down of businesses. A fake pandemic is the perfect tool that
keeps people out of harms way while the good guys round up and neutralize the power
players who become dangerous if you mess with their ill-gotten gains. These are
psychopaths and sociopaths that will do anything to preserve their power, money, and
control. This is their energy and food. They operate solely in the left side of the brain.
They are not connected to the mind of the Creator.
This pandemic served 2 purposes. One, is was necessary to close the laundromats
which dried up the vehicle to get off-book assets on-books. These laundromats include
politicians, foundations, etc. The second, is to grind to a halt money movement so that
the QFS (Quantum Financial System) could go live and SWIFT be shut down. QFS was
tested 8/2. It pinged all the major banks and they responded in kind to show that the
connection was working. Part of a global financial system is the ability to do a
handshake with every bank computer so that funds from the QFS can be placed into
accounts. The Feds posted that they are operational for movement of funds 7/24/356
with the ability to move funds in seconds anywhere. The current banking system can
take days to move funds and these legacy computers are not available all the time.
They get taken down after a certain time, which is why is may take until the following
day to see a deposit showing up in an account for use the following day depending on
the time deposit was made.
The dam of information is about to explode on the scene. A judge is making request for
Julian Assange to testify about Seth Rich. Another judge is forcing the release, and
making public, Ghislaine Maxwell sex photos and tapes. It is interesting that Marina
Abramovich is eldest son of Robert Maxwell and looks a lot like GM. Adding to the
information that is being made public is that Wikileaks released compromising files on
Kamala.
Why is this virus hitting seniors so hard and NOW? The Deep Stats needs them gone
because they have: real insight into history of WWI through their parents and family and
WWII; and, their knowledge and expertise real as opposed to the junk science, junk
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math, junk history, and junk everything that our youth has been indoctrinated with. They
guys need to rewrite history and continue with their junk narrative and junk foundational
quicksand that you can’t build anything on. Trump said 99.95 survival rate amongst
children, which appear to be assay value of pure gold.
China is going to flip to a Republic form of government. Bannon read their declaration in
NY harbor in front of statue of liberty. Delegations from the Republic of China now are
traveling the world. The US oligarchs of business and industry (Apple, Tesla, GE, etc.)
have picked CHINA where they would relocate, once they destroyed and technology
wise raped the US, to China. Much, of Silicon Valley tech started as projects within the
CIA. Snowden was CIA asset who infiltrated the NSA (good guys under military control)
with intent to destroy it. So, the tentacles of the octopus are hugely intwined in China.
The 3 Gorge dam, which was create to make massive amounts electricity to power what
is probably massive server farm complexes for world spying and control. If it blows is
would wipe out their assets and facilities in one big event.
As more countries understand, and establish, a Republic form of government and
sovereignty, they will flourish. Putin established it for Russia where at the State-Of-TheUnion address, everyone resigned and the government was reconstituted. Poland is
now the Republic of Poland with the black eagle having been removed the flag.

This is Theater … deciphering Trump
Who is Secret Service man that was with O and now with Trump. What would he know
about O? July 3rd, he did not appear to be with Trump and Melania at Rushmore. Man
looking like him on head of Washington as 2 B? Lancers fly overhead. Lancer was JFK
SS name. July 4th Trump and Melania sign Declaration of Independence, which reestablished that these unalienable (as opposed to change to inalienable right which
come from gov) rights, which come from the Creator. Added to that is the right, and
obligation, to dissolve the government if it no longer serves the people.
Trump, at recent presser, has 3 times tugged with left hand the right lapel of his jacket.
This gesture could be signally that we are on the right, righteous path we are pulled to.
Q keeps saying this is movie. It is scripted that is why there is the ability to predict the
future with such precision. As an example, Trump leaves WH with all staff outside to
send him off. Last time that happened was when Nixon resigned. Nixon took us off gold
standard 8/5/1971. The grand jubilee of debt forgiveness and “golden” age would be 7
times 7 year cycles, which equals 49 years putting the start of the jubilee in 2020
anytime on or after August 5th.
Trump then went to Wirlpool. Trump last Friday said that really rich/powerful people are
not happy with him. The washing machine metaphor may mean washing clean USA inc.
head quartered in “Washing” town. This looks like we have “drained the swamp”, which
Trump already told us was a done deal. When you pull the plug, it makes a whirlpool
around the drain. There were 17 boxes of machines behind Trump. Ohio where Trump
went was the 17th state to join the Republic. The boxes behind Trump had the word
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WASHER in 3 language. Isn’t a “washer” someone who washes things clean? 17/Q is
significant. He and JFK jr would be 17th President and VP of Republic.
Sat was 8/8/ 2020. Trump uses 88022 to text msg to cell phones. On this day he signed
EOs for Extension of financial relief and thwarts mail in ballots and income tax. What is
involved in payroll taxes being removed? Included in that would be SS and Medicare as
payroll deductions. Trump said that SS and Medicare would be totally funded using the
general fund. Again, a great indication that NESARA is in geared up implementation.
Trump is implementing first rather than preannouncing which made it possible to be
thwarted as on 911 2001.
Monday at the presser Secret Service (remember he said Friday rich and powerful
people were not happy with his actions) approaches Trump as he is about to start the
presser and says something to him and he leaves the press room with SS and his staff.
He comes back in a few minutes to continue. Outside SS shoots a shooter who is taken
to hospital. Fox John Roberts is outside. 2nd part of presser he is inside in the back.
Trump calls him out by name his full name, John Roberts, several times to confirm
number of shots. He is cluing us in on SCOTUS Roberts.
Israel UAE peace deal, with more countries to join, tells us Rothschild and Mossad are
kaput. Mnuchin was also there. Why? Curtains behind POTUS were Gold and
Silver/Platinum. Plus, POTUS uses the phrase “gold standard” a lot… ignore the
context. That’s why he talks in phrases. The peace agreement is called Abraham. It ties
together the three Abrahamic religions; and, Abraham Lincoln who was the last
President of Republic and #16. He was also the 1st President of the newly minted
Corporation of the US with VP Andrew Jackson. GESARA requires foundation of world
peace. This peace agreement will very quickly have the players ot the Middle East,
North Africa, and other quickly jumping on the bandwagon. Perhaps, the reason that
UAE was chosen to be the Muslim anchor because the Sheik is named Mohammed.
Trump just held an urgent emergency presser. The lawyer for the FBI involved in
spygate Smithcline, just plead guilty. Charges were for lying on several fronts. This
could be an indication that indictments are being unsealed. Flynn led the way to a guilty
plea for lying. But, his charges were concocted. With a guilty plea this goes right to
sentencing. Do not pass go; do not collect $200. This more than likely throws attorney
client privilege out the window. Clients assume their secrets will remain secret. First
domino that now collapses the structure.
What Trump says has multiple meanings other than the surface one that the average
normy doesn’t understand what he really is saying. We are having a lot of big
manufacturing companies cranking out tens of thousands of ventilators a month and
shipping them around the world. Here we need to look at what else gets tied into what
ventilators really are. They might be Tesla Towers to bring in free energy. We are
energy independent is another phrase. It is not base on oil. Free energy base on Tesla
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obsoletes oil. We are sending free energy around the globe. It is the foundation to
everything being able to prosper.
Let’s look at perhaps the first clue. COVFEFE tweet. No he didn’t misspell coffee. It is
actually Cobalt plus Vanadium plus 2 times Iron. These would more than like be part of
the metallic components of a Tesla Tower. Trump would know about this through John
Trump, his uncle, a genius MIT EE who had access to Tesla’s papers after his death on
things that weren’t patent. Next Trump “slipped” and called ventilators generators. All of
this is pointing also to that 5G is under the control of the Trump and the white hats could
be part of Tesla Towers that are tuned to 432hz as the base frequency. 432hz is God’s
frequency that is highly calming and healing. Are these ventilators there to heal all
sentient life that the cabal has corrupted with their poisons of thought, fast food, tainted
food that contains fetal tissue, vaccines, pharma, microwaves, etc.?
Trump is having a lot of vaccines dosages being made. Like 800m shortly and he refers
to them also as therapeutics. It would make sense that we need something to neutralize
all of the toxins within us and the effects of ingesting unwittingly human DNA that
perhaps the bloodlines used to make us more like them as cannibals to hide amongst
us if their were going to be “test” to flush them out.
Trump is also making a lot of N95 respirators, a ton of surgical gloves, and gowns.
There is no real need for the massive amounts he is producing unless it is for a different
purpose like for the medical needs of what is deep underground; or to pump oxygen into
the environment that has been depleted by their green agenda of eliminating CO 2,
which plant use as food which then gets released as oxygen.

Upside down word is about to right itself
5D, and up, dimensional constructs are there to create Heaven on Earth. We are
working with time/space that allows you to see the alpha and the omega of a cycle of
experiences simultaneously, like the Creator. In order, to support that envisioned
Creation, requires different events in history. Everything that is a lie is now to expose
the truth. Pretty much everything we have been fed by the news, schools, history books,
has been concocted by these 13 bloodlines and what they control. They have you
believe that Walt Disney was a great wholesome, family oriented, moral man; when, in
reality he was a monster.
As the truth comes to light everything that is based on a lie will fall away and be deleted
from timelines that were anchored on the lie. In addition, the spiritual, mental, and
psychological damage that was done will automatically be erased like Rip Van Winkle
waking up from a long sleep and foggy dream to awaken to an extraordinary reality.
We are witnessing the greatest movie ever made. Sit back and observe. We are in the
climax of this movie. Everything we see on TV are actors that are following a script
written by the white hats to gradually expose the truth and the heinousness of their
crimes. The crimes are perpetrated by politicians, movie stars, heads of corporations,
bankers, brokers, oligarchs, etc. These crimes are so horrific that they deserve to be
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execute on the spot. However, no one would believe it: and, they would deem Trump
crazy. As such, it is easier to present it as a movie that is about to come to its dramatic
ending.
Some of these actors that we see could be mind controlled puppets, simulations, CGI,
solid holograms or something else. However, it is not a souled human being. The dialog
is being fed to them. This movie started with Q in October of 2017. Biden picks Kamala
who isn’t even eligible. Her parents weren’t US citizens at the time of her birth. This will
make people look at Obama’s eligibility which nullifies everything he did. Unravelling
this aspect will mean we need to continue to watch the movie.

5D and infinite Prosperity
Free energy is a foundation component. Tesla towers broadcast a electromagnetic
pulse in all directions that can be harnessed with a receiver. It just goes through the air
wave and is an infinite abundant supply. You could have tons of things needing
electricity from pumps, to appliances, to electronics, cars, etc. all running
simultaneously and never blow a fuse. And, its free. And, can be incorporated in new
things to where you don’t need to plug things it. You just pick it up from the airwaves.
This is just the start.
The QFS provides access to infinite financial resource. As we figure this out, we will be
using existing infrastructures, like banks, in new ways until we create a new generation
of services and associated technology that obsoletes the existing structure.
We will be creating Heaven on Earth. Everything we have is incoherent and legacy.
There is vast unlimited opportunity for creative expression to be able to create that
which is impossible with our current tools, technologies, and constructs.
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